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Abstract. We present a novel control system based on the capturing of the motion and the intent of
the motion of each subject engaged into an action (a game for example) monitored by a mobile
supervising robot. The robot observes the subjects’ activity and spatio-temporal motions starting from
zero information regarding the field of view and the rules of game. The robot observes the subjects’
relationships, their goals and intentions, exploring the uncertain and dangerous situations which could
appear for players or for both the subjects and environment. The robot learns the roles and rules that
players apply, and captures information about each subject and each type of activity. After watching
the game for a short period of time, the robot is able to participate to the game. It acquires a full
control over the nondescript avatar and reacts immediately when a particular event or motion intend
to become dangerously for subjects or environment, and gives the tracking alert.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Humans can easily assign intentions, personalities and targets to sterile geometric shapes. Simple
heuristics make humans smart in gaining the firm control over unknown avatars, the own intentions and
wishes in their activities [1,2].
Motion information is a cognitive attribute that humans use every day. This instinct grows rapidly in
children around age 9 months [3]. The ability to process the information is quickly followed by other social
skills, such as agency awarding and intentionality [4]. This information, though little, is sufficient in
designing the computational process that is capable to manipulate a small amount of data to obtain similar
results. Moreover, this can be done fast enough to serve as a robotic control, which allows to explore the
relationship between watching and participating to the game. The robot can test uncertainties in the learning
process, the collapse ambiguity by experiments and explore how the control concerns the interaction between
subjects and the environment [5].
As robots occupy roles reserved for humans, the need for robots to interact with people has grown. We
have robots for visits in museums [6], robots acting as receptionists [7] and robots that work as pets [8].
However, robots must have the ability to perceive the environment in a way compatible with how people see
and understand the world [9]. The interaction robot-human uses a vision technique inspired from nature, i.e.
the visual attention model [10]. This model is a rough approximation of the human visual attention system,
and usually works by identifying points of interest in a visual flow.
Visual attention, its role in memory and development is an interesting research subject on how infants
and children orient to their environment. Most specialized articles of visual attention are oriented to the
explanations on the capturing of external environmental stimuli that can also be driven by own internal
human goals or plans [11–15].
In this paper, a mobile supervising robot able to capture the movement of the supervised subjects and
the intentions of their future movements is controlled. The control is based on the fundamental cognitive, the
perception, the interpretation of the motion and the individualization of subconscious moving in context of
causal perceptions [16–19].
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The robot is equipped by a camera for taking the images, a computing system of the average velocity
and the intended velocity vectors, a controller for collision avoidance for avoiding getting the robot into the
walls or corners, or collision between subjects or collision between subjects and surrounding objects [20-22].
2. THE MOTION ANALYSIS
Let us consider that N subjects are moving in a field of view. To describe the motion of one, two or
more subjects, the Markov chains will define the state vectors as probability vectors showing the probability
for an event after a certain number of time iterations. The state vectors at different times are related for each
iteration by

x(k + 1) = P x(k ) ,

(1)

where P = ( pij ) is a stochastic transition matrix with each column a probability vector showing the

probability that a system which is in the state j at time t = 1 will be in the state i at time t = k + 1 . In many
situations, the state vector remains the same after a number of iterations, that means this vector is a steadystate vector. If a subject move into an area divided into three areas, called zones 1, 2 and 3, for example, by
leaving an area, the subject may have one of other two zones as a future destination. The A is a n × n matrix
which shows how many times the subject moves in another area in a period of time. For n = 3 , for example,
we can write
0 a b 
A =  c 0 d  ,
 e f 0 
where zero, a and b in the first row indicate that the subject located initially in zone 1 moves in zone 2 for
a – times and zone 3 for b – times. The motion of the subject is a Markov chain with the transition matrix P
 0
P =  c / c + d
 e / e + f

a/a +b

b/a +b
d / c + d  .
0 

0
f /e + f

(2)

The eigenvector of A is the vector x, Ax = λ x , with λ the eigenvalue of A. The location xi of the
subject i in the field of view is

xi =

1
λ

n

∑A x
ij

j

.

(3)

j =1

Not only spatio-temporal features of each subject’s motion are used for tracking, but more complex
features of the subjects and environment, such as the sex, volume, height of each subject, the color, texture,
and shape of surrounding things, are employed. The work does not include the face detection of the subjects.

Fig. 1 – Spatial and temporal scales.

Computational of multi-target subject tracking is based on the hypothesis proposed by Reid [23] and
implemented by Cox and Hingorani [24].
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The spatial and temportal scales for computing is shown in Fig.1. The motion of subjects is described
using the Newton’s equation F = ma , with m is the subject mass dm = ρdV , with ρ density and V the
volume, and a the acceleration. The calculation is complex so that no more than 30–40 subjects can be
included into the game.
The motion detection produces zones of motion and their respective centroids. These centroid locations
form a stream of locations xt1 , xt2 ,... xtk with k targets at each time t . he objective is to produce a labeled

{

}

trajectory defined as a set of points, one from each time, to identify a single subject as it moves through the
field of view

{

}

T = x1i1 , x2i2 ,..., xtin .

(4)

The number of subjects at each time is not constant, and the existence of a subject at the time t to the
next time t + 1 is uncertain. So, a counter needs to computee the number of subjects that enter and leave the
scene. The phantom points with non-defined locations can help to identify the trajectories of subjects that
enter, exit, or are not caught in the field of vision. To each new point, a set of hypotheses link the point to
previous trajectory. These hypotheses include the false alarms, non-detection events, extensions of previous
trajectories, and the starts of new paths [25].
Given a subject, the robot begins to observe the motion of others subjects in order to start working the
rules of the game. For each of other two subjects, the robot calculates the influence of the remaining subjects
(including itself) on the first subject [26]
v
where v

xin

xit

=

cx j ( xtj − xit )
dijt

+

cxk ( xkt − xkt )
dikt

,

(5)

is the velocity of the subject i at time t, and dijt is the Euclidean distance between the subject i

and the subject j .
The edges of the workspace have an effect on the players’ motion in the sense that their play is
constrained by the physical dimensions of the space. Avoiding the wall collisions is simple. If the player
approaches too much on the wall, the force is repulsive and the player changes direction. This danger zone
can vary up to 30 ×30 pixels. The goal vector indicates proximity to the wall or corner and asks the robot to
control everything it had tried beforehand (Fig. 2). The blue zones indicate the goal vector which is
compared to the computed vector of motion.

Fig. 2 – Directional control of robot.

The attraction and repulsion between subjects and between subjects and other entities (surrounding

(

objects, corners and walls) are described by a potential H (rij ) = r0 rij

)

6

, from which the forces acting on the

subjects are determined as
Fi =

∑∇
j >i

ri H ( rij ) ,

(6)
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where rij is the distance between subjects i and j. It is hypothesized that each subject interacts with other
entities and inside a sphere with a specified radius r0 . If the distance between two subjects is greater than r0
then the force is attractive, and if the distance is less than r0 , the force is repulsive.
The Wolfe’s model of visual search and attention is applied in this paper [27]. The robot produces a map
of attention through a weighted combination of observations given by various detectors ( s1 ,..., sn ) (color,
motion and shape). This combination allows the robot to select the regions of interest and then, it directs the
computer to these regions. The attention system is based on the stimulus-adapting mechanism and runs all
the time. The correlation between two different sets of visual data is measured by the correlation coefficient.
The correlation coefficient −1 ≤ r ≤ 1 , for k sets of data ( s11 , s12 ,....s1n ) ... ( s1k , s2k ,....snk ) is calculated by
k

r=

n

∑∑ (s

i
j

− si)

i =1 j =1
k

n

∑∑

,
( s ij

(7)

i 2

−s )

i =1 j =1

where s i are the mean value of the i - set of data. For −0.5 ≤ r ≤ 0.5 , a little correlation is observed, while
for −0.8 ≤ r ≤ 0.8 , a strong correlation appears [26].
The robot builds an evolutionary set of intentions of motion for subjects, modeled as a probability
distribution over all possible motion states. The current distribution of the motion is adjusted to introduce a
probable alternative to the game. The intention to move to any particular state S at time t , noted by Int t ( S ) ,
is the intent of motion at time t − 1 modified by the current observation


Int t −1 ( S )  1 + λ s (ct )


c ∈S
Int t ( S ) =
,
Z

∑

(8)

where ct is the value at time t of one of the pairwise relationship constants derived from the previous step
data, Z is a normalized constant obtained by summing the values of the updated intentions in all states, s is
the sign function with value 1 if the sign of the constant and the intention represented by the current state
agree, and −1 if they disagree, and 0 if the state is neutral with respect to the pairwise relationship of
constant, λ is a learning rate constant that affects the compromise between the sensibility of the system to
error and its decision-making speed. Depending on whether the game is simply observed or if the robot is
actively participating to the game, λ varies between 0.04 and 0.12.

3. A CASE OF STUDY
We tested the control system for a volleyball game that involve six kids on a given playground (Fig.3
and Fig.4). Each kid has only one unchanging goal. In each trial, the behavior of the game is consistent.
Within less than a second, the robot determines the intentional states of two kids (a boy with mauve
undershirt and a girl with black hear) with respect to each other. Then, it proceeds to generate and test
hypotheses regarding their intentions toward themselves. Within a five seconds, the robot is able to
determine the dangerous situations for kids of being prevent for falling. Since the intentional state never
changed, no positional information is recorded or analyzed. The robot intervenes and alerts.
We ran the system with and no control. Figure 5 shows the incidents with the boy and the girl in the
case of no control.
The participation of the robot to the game gives him an extrapower to investigate the intentional states
of kids. For comparison, we ran the version of the game that involves the same two kids and the robot in the
role of the active observer. The system applies the same algorithm to hypothesize the intentions of the kids,
and converges on a stable, correct intentional state. The same as before, within a five seconds, the robot
predicted the dangerous situations and intervenes to alert.
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Fig. 3 – The playground for a volleyball game.
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Fig. 4 – The players.

Fig. 5 – Two incidents with a boy and a girl during the game.

A filterless color image sensor was designed in [28] with application to the robotic control based on
interactive activities of subjects. The filterless color image sensor is made from a cell with light sensitivity, a
lower and an upper electrodes. The chalcogenide thin film is placed between the electrodes together with an
imaging circuit that measures the wavelength and the intensity of the incident light beam.
We intend to apply this kind of control to surgical interventions where the robot and the physician are
working with the same surgical tool. The control refers to the trajectory tracking and preventing the surgeontool to cross the critical boundaries and to move towards wrong directions [29, 30].
The surgeon manages freely the surgical instrument without robotic control, but when it reaches a
critical point or forbidden area, the robot must intervene to force the surgeon to stop the surgical instrument
before reaching the end point or choosing another route.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper advances a novel control system based on the capturing of the motion and the intent of the
motion of each subject engaged into an action supervised by a mobile robot. The motion capture is obtained
from the dynamics of the system trajectories at a given time and its extension in an immediate vicinity in
space and time. The robot observes the spatio-temporal motions of players starting from zero information
regarding the workspace and rules of the game. It observes the subjects’ relationships, their goals and
intentions, exploring the uncertain and dangerous situations which could appear for players or for both the
subjects and environment. The robot acquires a full control over the game and reacts immediately when a
particular event or motion intend to become dangerously for subjects or environment.
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